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The Art of Rush: Serving a Life Sentence - Hugh Syme 2021-09-21
Newly expanded and updated, this beautiful coffee table book delves into the 40-year relationship between
Rush and their longtime artist and illustrator, with a foreword by drummer and lyricist Neil Peart!
Containing original illustrations, paintings, photography, and the incredible stories behind each album that
Hugh Syme has designed with the band since 1975. The book's narration was written by music journalist
Stephen Humphries and includes in-depth interviews with each Rush band member and the artist. The Art
of Rush also contains entertaining anecdotes and commentary from a wide array of notable musicians,
actors, athletes, writers, radio personalities, and Rush insiders about their favorite Rush album covers,
which clearly reveals how vital and impactful the visual representation of their music has been through the
years. One of the hallmark's of Rush releases is the considerable care and consideration that goes into each
one--including the conceptual artwork. Readers may be surprised to discover just how much effort went
into each concept and the execution for every album cover! Some of the regaled stories include furtively
crossing the border for a guerilla-style shoot for A Farewell to Kings, trying to herd a warren of rabbits for
the cover of Presto, descending into the depths of an autopsy lab to find a brain for Hemispheres, and a
stunt involving fire, whiskey, and photographer Deborah Samuel for Moving Pictures. But no history of the
band's art would be complete without the story of the creation of arguably the band's most iconic image,
The Starman from 2112. "From the first time Hugh and I met, we shared a level of communication that
would sustain us through all the years of discussing art by long distance," says Rush's Neil Peart. The Art
Of Rush is a must for fans of Rush, art, and music everywhere.
Tattered & Torn - Carol Dean Jones 2019-01-01
An antique quilt entangles a senior sleuth in foul play in this mystery from the author of Missing Memories.
Bonus quilt pattern included! When sixty-eight-year-old Sarah Miller moves into the Cunningham Village
retirement community, she is mourning the loss of her husband, her young grandson, and the place that has
been home for forty-two years. But Sarah is a survivor. As she reaches out into the retirement community
that is to become home, she finds friends, activities, new hobbies, and a possible love interest. The ninth
installment of this fun, friendly series of cozy mysteries draws together a tattered quilt, an exhaustive
search through the past, a murder suspect, and a grand jury hearing into a compelling mystery.
Patchwork Connections - Carol Dean Jones 2018-10-20
A retired widow is taking on new challenges—like managing a quilt shop, and solving a dangerous
mystery…Pattern included! Sarah Miller is a survivor, and she’s intent on making the most of her new life
in the Cunningham Village retirement community, after coping with widowhood and other losses in the
past. She’s involved in a budding romance and has made new friends, like Ruth, who wants Sarah to
manage her quilt shop while she’s away caring for her ailing mother in her Amish community—not
something newbie quilter Sarah feels fully prepared for. At least she can bring her dog, Barney, for
company. Sarah’s daughter, Martha, has also begun to play a larger role in her life—but unfortunately, she
brings an impending danger along with her…
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Dangerous Women - Hope Adams 2021-02-16
Named one of 2021’s Most Anticipated Historical Novels by Oprah Magazine ∙ Cosmopolitan ∙ and more!
Nearly two hundred condemned women board a transport ship bound for Australia. One of them is a
murderer. From debut author Hope Adams comes a thrilling novel based on the 1841 voyage of the convict
ship Rajah, about confinement, hope, and the terrible things we do to survive. London, 1841. One hundred
eighty Englishwomen file aboard the Rajah, embarking on a three-month voyage to the other side of the
world. They're daughters, sisters, mothers—and convicts. Transported for petty crimes. Except one of them
has a deadly secret, and will do anything to flee justice. As the Rajah sails farther from land, the women
forge a tenuous kinship. Until, in the middle of the cold and unforgiving sea, a young mother is mortally
wounded, and the hunt is on for the assailant before he or she strikes again. Each woman called in for
question has something to fear: Will she be attacked next? Will she be believed? Because far from land,
there is nowhere to flee, and how can you prove innocence when you’ve already been found guilty?
Tie Died - Carol Dean Jones 2018-09-01
First in the mystery series starring a senior sleuth with a passion for quilting—and quizzing
suspects…Includes a bonus pattern! Sarah Miller’s forty-year-old daughter, Martha, has been relentlessly
encouraging her to leave her longtime home and settle into a retirement community—and now
sixtysomething widow Sarah has reluctantly given in. It’s a tough adjustment, but she’s a tough lady—and
she’s going to get her bearings and build a new life for herself. She’s happy when she starts meeting some
of her fellow residents and making friends. But then, one of them is murdered—and Sarah and her feisty
friend Sophie are determined to find the killer…
The Rescue Quilt - Carol Dean Jones 2018-12-05
A tale of mystery, family, and furry friends in a busy retirement community—includes instructions for the
featured quilt! Sarah Miller, dedicated quilter and resident of the Cunningham Village retirement
community, may be a senior but she’s still full of energy—which she puts into her beloved crafts and,
sometimes, into solving crimes. Now she’s about to embark on some amateur detection as her dear friend
Sophie encounters several major life changes—including two new family members and a job working with
abandoned animals…
Autumn Bouquet - Sharon Keightley 2019-08-01
This collection of dreamy quilts bursts with fabrics from the scrap basket! Classic patchwork provides a
backdrop for pretty flowers and twining vines, all made easy with machine applique. Learn two ways to
prepare appliques, plus tips and tricks for setting up your machine for applique. Dozens of close-up photos
and tips reveal secrets for mingling antique-style fabrics ranging from blushing pinks and soft purples to
rich golds, reds, and browns. From small wall quilts to lap-sized designs, this bouquet of quilts is simple to
sew--yet so extraordinary, the quilts you make will be handed down from generation to generation.
Under the Lights - Abbi Glines 2016-08-23
In the follow-up to Abbi Glines’s #1 New York Times bestseller Until Friday Night—which bestselling
author Kami Garcia called “tender, honest, and achingly real”—three teens from a small southern town are
caught in a dramatic love triangle. Willa can’t erase the bad decisions of her past that led her down the
path she’s on now. But she can fight for forgiveness from her family. And she can protect herself by
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refusing to let anyone else get close to her. High school quarterback and town golden boy Brady used to be
the best of friends with Willa—she even had a crush on him when they were kids. But that’s all changed
now: her life choices have made her a different person from the girl he used to know. Gunner used to be
friends with Willa and Brady, too. He too is larger than life and a high school football star—not to mention
that his family basically owns the town of Lawton. He loves his life, and doesn’t care about anyone except
himself. But Willa is the exception—and he understands the girl she’s become in a way no one else can. As
secrets come to light and hearts are broken, these former childhood friends must face the truth about
growing up and falling in love…even if it means losing each other forever.
When Father Comes Home - Sarah Jung 2020-11-10
From stunning debut talent Sarah Jung comes a heartwarming and beautifully told story about family,
planting roots, and standing tall in the face of your fears. June's father is like a goose -- he flies away for
long periods of time, which means that June doesn't get to see him very often. So he is happy when Father
comes home from his journeys, and happier still when the family plants a tangerine tree together and
Father tells June, "Next time I am here, this tree will be bigger, and so will you." Caring for a growing
sapling is a great responsibility and June takes it very seriously. When an accident happens and the tree
topples over, June worries his family will change forever. But things that have fallen can be replanted, and
sometimes facing our biggest fears reveals our greatest strengths.
The Cultivator & Country Gentleman - 1882

But a murder, a surprising prime suspect, a stubborn detective, and the town's reaction throw the two
women together, and they form an unlikely alliance to solve a mystery and catch a killer. Set in the wellknown Amish community of Shipshewana, Falling to Pieces will attract both devoted fans of the rapidlygrowing Amish fiction genre, as well as those who are captivated by the Amish way of life.
Miss Julia Speaks Her Mind - Ann B. Ross 2009-10-20
Miss Julia, a recently bereaved and newly wealthy widow, is only slightly bemused when one Hazel Marie
Puckett appears at her door with a youngster in tow and unceremoniously announces that the child is the
bastard son of Miss Julia's late husband. Suddenly, this longtime church member and pillar of her small
Southern community finds herself in the center of an unseemly scandal-and the guardian of a wan nineyear-old whose mere presence turns her life upside down. With razor-sharp wit and perfect "Steel
Magnolia" poise, Miss Julia speaks her mind indeed-about a robbery, a kidnapping, and the other
disgraceful events precipitated by her husband's death. Fast-paced and charming, with a sure sense of
comic drama, a cast of crazy characters, and a strong Southern cadence, Miss Julia Speaks Her Mind will
delight readers from first page to last.
Illustrated London News - 1845
Carla and the Christmas Cornbread - Carla Hall 2021-11-02
In this heartwarming tale inspired by her childhood, superstar chef and TV host Carla Hall shares the story
of young Carla, who eats a sugar cookie meant for Santa on the night before Christmas and tries to make
things right. Christmas is Carla’s favorite holiday of the year. She goes to her grandparents’ house and eats
grandma’s special recipe—a perfectly delicious cornbread. She listens to her grandpa Doc’s marvelous
stories about traveling the world. And, best of all, she spends lots of time with her family. But when Carla
accidentally takes a bite out of Santa’s sugar cookie, she thinks she’s ruined Christmas. How will Santa
know to stop at their house if they don’t leave him a midnight snack? With her grandmother’s help, Carla
comes up with a plan, but will it be enough to save Christmas?
Spoken Without a Word - 30th Anniversary Revised Edition - Elly Sienkiewicz 2014-12-29
This Collector's Edition includes full illustrated text of Elly's original 1983 edition, with its Lexicon of
Symbols, Antebellum Patterns, and Baltimore Album History of the day. See how these patterns have come
alive in the Revivalist Baltimore Album Quilt Gallery, including two quilts made entirely of the book's
patterns. Contemporary models of the block patterns and Album Artist quotes are woven throughout the
tapestry of this edition, celebrating thirty years of the Baltimore Album Revival.
Back to Charm School - Mary Etherington 2011-12-06
Gather up your little precuts--charm school is back in session! Discover fresh designs from the popular
authors of Country Threads Goes to Charm School. Sparkling with energy, these quilts make the most of
today's 5" precut squares and also include instructions for using yardage. Choose from 20 patterns and
gather fun decorating and gift-giving ideas Make appealing designs such as table runners, doll quilts, a
pillow, and a tree skirt in fabrics ranging from country to bright, reproduction, theme prints, and more Try
new techniques and get lots of quilting pleasure from these little, quick-to-finish projects
Dove in the Window - Earlene Fowler 1999-05-01
Benni and her relatives and friends are gathered for the family's annual barbecue and cattle roundup.
Among the guests is Shelby Johnson, a young photography student from a wealthy Chicago family. In Benni
she finds a favorite subject and a new friend. But when the young woman's body is discovered on the ranch
the next morning, Benni's closest relatives suddenly develop into prime murder suspects...
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Backpacker - 2004-03
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more
places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPSenabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and
survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing design,
feature and product innovation, has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry
awards are measured.
Digging Up History - Sheila Connolly 2019-06-25
The New York Times bestselling author of Dead End Street returns with Nell Pratt discovering one of
Philadelphia’s darker buried secrets . . . When a summer intern at the Preservation Society discovers an
aged document hidden in the binding of an antique book, Society president Nell Pratt is intrigued by the
possibilities: is it a valuable historic document or just a useless scrap of paper? When analysis reveals that
it’s a hand-drawn map of one of Philadelphia’s oldest neighborhoods, Nell learns that the area is being
excavated for a new real estate development and may hold long-buried secrets from the city’s historic
heyday. Determined to get to the bottom of the map’s origin and what it might tell her about the mysterious
plot of land, Nell will have to contend with a construction company owner who disappears, a former Society
board member who’s harbored a dark secret her entire life, and a remarkable discovery that may have the
dead turning over in their graves . . . Praise for the Museum Mysteries: “[The] archival milieu and the
foibles of the characters are intriguing, and it’s refreshing to encounter an FBI man who is human,
competent, and essential to the plot.” —Publishers Weekly “She’s smart, she’s savvy, and she’s sharp
enough to spot what really goes on behind the scenes in museum politics.” —Mary Jane Maffini, author of
the Charlotte Adams Mysteries “National Treasure meets The Philadelphia Story in this clever, charming,
and sophisticated caper.” —Hank Phillippi Ryan, award-winning author of The Other Woman
Falling to Pieces - Vannetta Chapman 2011-10-04
In this first book of a three-book series, author Vannetta Chapman brings a fresh twist to the popular Amish
fiction genre. She blends the familiar components consumers love in Amish books—faith, community,
simplicity, family—with an innovative who-done-it plot that keeps readers guessing right up to the last
stitch in the quilt. When two women—one Amish, one English—each with different motives, join forces to
organize a successful on-line quilt auction, neither expects nor wants a friendship. As different as night and
day, Deborah and Callie are uneasy partners who simply want to make the best of a temporary situation.
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Wild Goose Chase - Terri Thayer 2010-09-08
A computer techie by trade, Dewey Pellicano would rather swallow needles than be pinned down to a life of
quilting. But when her mother passes away, Dewey must exchange code for calico as the new proprietress
of Quilter Paradiso. Between learning the business and dealing with a conniving employee who is also her
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sister-in-law, Dewey is ready to snap. During a national quilt show, quilting celebrity Claire Armstrong
offers to buy the shop. But before Dewey can accept, she finds the famous quilter lying dead on the floor—a
bloody rotary cutter at her side. When hunky homicide detective Buster Healy enters the scene, romance
flourishes...until another murder takes place. Can Dewey thread together the pieces to this murderous
pattern before the killer strikes again? Wild Goose Chase is the first book in the Quilting Mystery series
featuring amateur sleuth Dewey Pellicano.
Pat Sloan's Holiday Celebrations - Pat Sloan 2021-05-03
Come join the fun as Pat Sloan takes you on a joyful journey through a year's worth of celebrations. You'll
find easy patchwork and fusible-appliqué; projects for Valentine's Day, Easter, the Fourth of July,
Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Stitch welcoming lap quilts and table toppers, plump and pretty
pillows, trick-or-treat totes, cozy Christmas stockings, and more. Keep your home decor looking fresh and
cheery as the seasons change, and always have the perfect pattern on hand for a housewarming or holiday
gift. With inspiring photos, easy-to-follow instructions, and 17 terrific designs at your fingertips, you're on
your way to a great year!
Pattern of Betrayal - Mae Fox 2015-05-01
Murder checks in. When Julie Ellis traded her high stress life as an antiquities bounty hunter in the big city
for the slower pace of Missouri wine country, she expected to find peace and tranquility among the
beautiful rolling hills—not murder and mayhem. As the new innkeeper of the Quilt Haus Inn, Julie breathes
a sigh of relief when preparations for their first quilting murder mystery weekend are finally complete. The
props are set, the scripts are ready, and each guest has a role to play. But when the lights cut out, someone
goes off script, and a real dead body takes center stage. Every guest is a suspect in the murder and as the
clues unfold, it seems they all have something to hide. Can Julie identify the killer before someone else
checks out … permanently? INCLUDES A FREE QUILTING PATTERN INSPIRED BY THE STORY!
Forget Me Knot - Mary Marks 2014-01-07
“Mary Marks has stitched together a very clever plot with a cast of engaging characters in this funny, fastpaced debut mystery.” —Laura Levine, author of the Jaine Austen Mysteries Welcome to San Fernando
Valley, California, where Martha Rose and her coterie of quilters are enjoying life on the good side of
retirement—until murder pulls a stitch out of their plans . . . Martha and her besties Lucy and Birdie are set
to expand their Quilty Tuesdays by inviting newcomer Claire Terry into their group. Though at forty Claire’s
a tad younger than their average age, her crafty reputation could perk up their patchwork proceedings,
especially as they prepare for the fancy quilt show coming to town. But when they arrive at Claire’s home
and find her dead inside the front door, and her exquisite, prize-winning quilts soon missing, Martha is not
one to leave a mystery unraveled. Especially if she wants to stop a killer from establishing a deadly pattern
. . . Praise for the Quilting Mysteries “What’s knot to love? Mary Marks has crafted another winner stitched
together with humor and heart—Martha Rose is one gutsy lady.” —Rochelle Staab, national bestselling
author of the Mind for Murder Mysteries “Mary Marks had me on pins and needles and wanting to wrap
myself up in a warm quilt while reading her cozy debut!” —Lee Hollis, author of the Hayley Powell Food &
Cocktails Mysteries “A pleasurable and satisfying addition to any quilting mystery fan’s reading list.
Recommend to those who cannot get enough of Terri Thayer, Elizabeth Craig, or Earlene Fowler.”
—Library Journal
One for the Books - Jenn McKinlay 2021-10-19
Wedding bells are ringing in the latest page-turning Library Lover's Mystery from the New York Times
bestselling author of Word to the Wise. Love is in the air in Briar Creek as library director Lindsey Norris
and boat captain Mike (Sully) Sullivan are finally tying the knot. The entire town is excited for the happy
day, and Lindsey and Sully's plan for a small wedding evaporates as more and more people insist upon
attending the event of the year. When Lindsey and her crafternoon pals head out to Bell Island to see if it
can accommodate the ever-expanding guest list, they are horrified to discover a body washed up on the
rocky shore. Even worse, Lindsey recognizes the man as the justice of the peace who was supposed to
officiate her wedding ceremony. When it becomes clear he was murdered, Lindsey can't help but wonder if
it had to do with the wedding. Now she has to book it to solve the mystery before it ends her happily ever
after before it's even begun....
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Left Holding the Bag - Carol Dean Jones 2019-01-20
A new neighbor and her suspicious foster son keep a senior sleuth on her toes in this mystery by the author
of Tattered & Torn. Quilt pattern included! When sixty-eight-year-old Sarah Miller moves into the
Cunningham Village retirement community, she is mourning the loss of her husband, her young grandson,
and the place that has been home for forty-two years. But Sarah is a survivor. As she reaches out into the
retirement community that is to become home, she finds friends, activities, new hobbies, and a possible
love interest. The tenth installment of this fun, friendly series of cozy mysteries contains a new friend,
trunks full of vintage fabric, credit card fraud, a budding romance, and murder—and Sarah and her friends
are at the center of it all.
Falling to Pieces - Vannetta Chapman 2011
Coming together to organize an on-line quilt auction, two women--one Amish, one English--find their
alliance moving beyond the short-term business venture after the town's newspaper editor is murdered and
an unexpected prime suspect is identified.
Stitched Together - Carol Dean Jones 2018-11-05
In this mystery featuring a bonus quilting pattern, a retiree moves her romance to the next level—while at
the same time trying to untangle a murder… Years ago, a policeman named Charles came to Sarah Miller’s
door to break the sad news to her that her husband had died. Little did Sarah know that one day, she would
move into the Cunningham Village retirement community—and run into Charles again. Their friendship has
grown into something more, and they’re currently dealing with the joys—and challenges—of combining
households. But amid this activity, they and their friends have to pull together to defend one of their own
accused of murder… Includes a bonus quilting pattern!
Irish Chain - Earlene Fowler 1996-02-01
Meet Benni Harper...a spirited ex-cowgirl, quilter, and folk-art expert who's staking out her own corner of
the contemporary American West. She's got an eye for murderous designs--and a talent for piecing together
the most complex and cold-blooded crimes. Benni's taking time from her job at the folk-art museum to
sponsor a "senior prom" at San Celina's retirement home. During the dance, she's surprised to find herself
waltzing with Clay O'Hara, the Colorado cowboy she had a crush on when she was seventeen. She's even
more surprised when Clay's uncle and an elderly woman are found dead in one of the residents' rooms.
Now Benni's trying to find a link between the two victims--and the common thread that bound them
together in death...
A Child of the Sea and Life Among the Mormons - Elizabeth Whitney Williams 1905
This is the vivid memoir of a mid-nineteenth-century girlhood spent mostly on the islands of Lake Michigan
and the onshore communities of Manistique, Charlevoix, Traverse City, and Little Traverse (now Harbor
Springs), written by a woman who grew up to be a lighthouse keeper on Beaver Island and in Little
Traverse. Williams was brought up Catholic by a French-speaking mother and an English-speaking father
who was a ship's carpenter for entrepreneurs engaged in the mercantile trade to and from these rapidly
developing settlements. Williams depicts cordial, even intimate, relationships between her family and the
Indians who lived nearby, and describes the courtship and arranged marriage of an Ottawa chief's daughter
who lived with her family for an extended period. The major portion of the book, however, is devoted to her
eye-witness recollections of James Jesse Strang's short-lived dissident Mormon monarchy on Beaver Island,
amplified by stories she heard from disillusioned followers. Strang was expelled from the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints after disputing Brigham Young's right to succeed Joseph Smith. Eventually he
and his own loyal followers settled on Beaver Island and attracted a stream of new converts; at their
demographic peak, the "Strangites" numbered 5,000 strong. Strang saw himself as a prophet and believed
the rules he tried to establish were in accord with divine revelations. Williams describes the mounting
tensions between Strang's followers and the "gentile" residents who fled the island as Strang's influence
grew; incidents connected with Strang's assassination by two former followers; and the ensuing exodus of
most Strangites from Beaver Island. She later moved back there with her family, as did many of the earlier
inhabitants.
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Silence of the Lamps - Karen Rose Smith 2016-05-01
USA Today–bestselling author:The lights have gone out permanently for a highly competitive caterer . . .
“The plot is beyond engaging . . . A great protagonist.” —Rifflebooks Caprice’s house staging is disrupted
by Drew Pierson, a caterer who opened Portable Edibles, a business in direct competition with her sister
Nikki's Catered Capers. Nikki turned down Drew as a possible partner and he seems determined to
undermine and bury her. But his successful deal for his blackberry barbecue sauce must have stirred up his
enemies. When Nikki visits the house where Drew lives with his grandmother to resolve differences, she
and Caprice find him dead—murdered with the base of a valuable Tiffany lamp. Caprice discovers clues
about Drew’s sly business dealings—from stealing recipes from another chef, to friends who hold grudges,
to a sister who will now inherit half of her grandmother’s estate since Drew is dead. In the midst of her own
romantic relationship upheaval, helping her uncle set up his pet sitting-business, and assisting in the care
of a pregnant stray cat, Caprice follows the suspect trail, inadvertently putting herself in danger once more.
“An irresistible sleuth.” —Leslie Meier, New York Times–bestselling author of Irish Parade Murder
Normal Instructor and Teachers World - 1916

Quilters Questions - Kyra E. Hicks 2014-10
Quilters Questions is perfect for quilters of any age or skill level. Explore topics ranging from quilter
identity, creative inspiration, collaboration, legacy and more through 300 open-ended questions. This
engaging read provides hours of fun and conversation. Written by a quilter for quilters.
The Bright and Breaking Sea - Chloe Neill 2020-11-17
Chloe Neill brings her trademark wit and wild sense of adventure to a stunning seafaring fantasy starring a
dauntless heroine in a world of magic and treachery. Kit Brightling, rescued as a foundling and raised in a
home for talented girls, has worked hard to rise through the ranks of the Isles’ Crown Command and
become one of the few female captains in Queen Charlotte's fleet. Her ship is small, but she's fast—in part
because of Kit’s magical affinity to the sea. But the waters become perilous when the queen sends Kit on a
special mission with a partner she never asked for. Rian Grant, Viscount Queenscliffe, may be a veteran of
the Continental war, but Kit doesn’t know him or his motives—and she’s dealt with one too many members
of the Beau Monde. But Kit has her orders, and the queen has commanded they journey to a dangerous
pirate quay and rescue a spy who's been gathering intelligence on the exiled emperor of Gallia. Kit can lead
her ship and clever crew on her own, but with the fate of queen and country at stake, Kit and Rian must
learn to trust each other, or else the Isles will fall....
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